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Background
The designed construction of extended porous frameworks
from soluble molecular building blocks represents one of
the most challenging issues facing synthetic chemistry
today. Recently, intense research activities directed toward the development of this field have included the
assembly of inorganic metal clusters,1 coordination complexes,2 and organic molecules3 of great diversity into
extended motifs that are held together either by strong
metal-ligand bonding or by weaker bonding forces such
as hydrogen-bonding and π-π interactions. Materials
that have been produced in this way are referred to as
modular since they are assembled from discrete molecules
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which can be modified to have well-defined function.4 The
fact that the integrity of the building blocks is preserved
during the synthesis and ultimately translated into the
resulting assembled network offers numerous opportunities for designing frameworks with desirable topologies
and architectures, thus paving the way for establishing
connections between molecular and solid properties. At
least three challenges have emerged in this area that must
be reckoned with in order for the ideas of rational and
designed synthesis of porous materials to become a reality
with routine utility. First, it is difficult to control the
orientation and stereochemistry of the building blocks in
the solid state in order to achieve a given target molecular
topology and architecture. Second, in most cases, the
products of such assembly reactions are obtained as
poorly crystalline or amorphous solids, thus prohibiting
their full characterization by single-crystal X-ray diffraction
techniques. Third, access to the pores within open
structuressan aspect that is so critical to their utility as
porous materialssis often prevented by either selfinterpenetration as observed for very open frameworks
or strong host-guest interactions that lead to the destruction of the host framework when removal or exchange of
guests is attempted.
To define and investigate the parameters contributing
to the assembly of materials from molecular building
blocks, we have established a program aimed at constructing modular porous networks by linking inorganic
metal sulfide clusters and organic molecules with transition metal ions. Our work has focused primarily on
studying the issues outlined above, and this Account
presents our progress toward finding viable and general
solutions to these challenges. This is illustrated by some
representative examples chosen from the chemistry developed in our research effort for the three building blocks
shown in a-c. Their functionality, shape, size, and
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reactivity provide insight into materials design and its
utility in producing anionic, cationic, and neutral porous
frameworks. Specifically, this contribution outlines (1)
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Scheme 1

various synthetic strategies developed for producing
porous modular networks in crystalline form using diffusion, solvothermal, and gel crystal growth techniques, (2)
methods of achieving rigid, noninterpenetrated, and truly
porous modular frameworks capable of reversible binding
and removal of guests without affecting the structural
integrity of the host framework, and (3) emerging novel
properties and prospective applications resulting from
tailoring the molecular building blocks and the metal ion
centers of the host structure.

General Strategies for the Construction of
Porous Modular Solids
Condensation-addition polymerization reactions have
been utilized for the preparation of porous materials from
organic molecules, metal clusters, and transition metal
ions. This is illustrated in Scheme 1 for a hypothetical
2-D porous structure resulting from the addition of a wellcharacterized and distinct molecular building block (triangle) to a trigonal planar metal complex (Y-shaped). Loss
of the ligands or counterions (small triangles), which are
associated with the metal ion, allows for their incorporation into the pores as molecular or ionic guests depending
on the framework charge. In this way, the intrinsic
bonding geometry of the metal ion linker along with the
functionality of the building blocks direct the assembly
into a porous framework that is held together by coordination bonds. In principle, a limitless number of possibilities exist for exploiting the metal ion environment
and the size and functionality of the building blocks
toward producing tailored pores of diverse sizes, shapes,
and functions.

Decorated Diamond Nets: Porous Metal
Sulfide Materials
Generally, the assembly reaction described above yields
extended open frameworks that can be related to basic
inorganic nets. For example, diffusion of an aqueous
solution of Mn(CH3CO2)2‚4H2O into another aqueous
solution of Ge4S10[(CH3)4N]4 gives yellow crystals of
MnGe4S10‚2(CH3)4N.1d The structure of this compound
(Figure 1) can be understood in terms of the diamond net,
where the C vertexes have been alternately replaced by
Ge4S104- cages, a, and tetrahedral Mn(II) centers. The
C-C bonds are then replaced by doubly bridging S2-, to
yield a framework that may be referred to as a decorated
diamond net.5,6 However, unlike diamond, the decorated
net is porous due to the larger size of the inorganic cages
compared to carbon atoms. We found that the pores are
occupied with tetramethylammonium cations, which can
be thermally decomposed without destruction of the metal
sulfide MnGe4S104- framework. The Mn-Ge-S framework is stable up to 500 °C under inert atmosphere. The
tetramethylammonium ions are exchangeable with Cu2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+, Hg2+ and Cd2+ as determined by infrared
spectroscopy along with X-ray powder diffraction.1d,7
The successful synthesis of this compound and its
structural characterization by single-crystal X-ray diffraction pointed to the viability of using the building block
approach for the synthesis of new classes of crystalline
porous materials; it provided the first fully characterized
3-D porous metal sulfide in an area that had just emerged,8a
and continues to expand.8b-e The available opportunities
for establishing variation on this theme using hybrid
organic/inorganic networks have also been pursued by our
group as outlined below.

Porous Metal 4,4′-Bipyridine Cationic
Frameworks
At the outset of this work, cationic frameworks were
unknown in the literature of crystalline porous materials;
however, recent work in modular chemistry has allowed
the assembly of 3-D extended cationic frameworks. We
and others have prepared a diverse class of cationic open
networks by reacting simple metal ion salts with neutral
building blocks such as, 4,4′-bipyridine (BPY), b, to yield
structures having nets analogous to those of diamond7,9
and R-ThSi2,10 and others that have topologies related to
hexagonal,11 square grids,2a,b,e,h,k railroad,12 and ladder
motifs2b as shown in Figure 2.
Cationic Porous Networks and Anion Exchange. A
cationic diamond-like network was synthesized by the
combination of acetonitrile solutions of Cu(CH3CN)4PF6
and BPY at room temperature, which gives orange crystals
of Cu(BPY)2‚PF6 in high yield.7,9a The crystal structure of
this compound reveals the presence of four interpenetrated diamond-like Cu(BPY)+ frameworks with tetrahedral Cu(I) linking together rod-like BPY building blocks
to form a tetragonal lattice with the PF6 anions occupying
a 3-D channel system of nearly 7 Å aperture, as shown in
Figures 2a and 3a. Examination of the channels reveals
VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998 / ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH
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FIGURE 1. Crystal structure of MnGe4S10‚2(CH3)4N, where the 3-D extended porous system of the diamond-like MnGe4S102- framework (Mn,
red; Ge, blue; S, yellow) is occupied with the tetramethylammonium cations (N, large green; C, large gray). The hydrogen atoms of the cations
have been omitted for clarity.

FIGURE 2. Line representations of typical metal 4,4′-bipyridine (M-BPY) porous extended networks, where the lines represent BPY [except
the vertical lines in (c) and the horizontal lines in (d), respectively indicate Ag-Ag and Cu-Cu]. The chemical formula, dimensionality of the
M-BPY framework, structure type, number of interpenetrating frameworks, and pore aperture are listed respectively beneath each
representation.
that they are generated by four Cu-BPY strands from
independent frameworks, which give the channels an
overall helical conformation as shown in Figure 3b. It
476 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998

appears that the host-guest ionic interactions are of
sufficient strength to prevent ion exchange, as attempts
to introduce other inorganic anions such as BF4-, CN-,
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FIGURE 3. (a, left) The four interpenetrated diamond-like Cu(BPY)+ networks (each drawn with a different color) in the crystal of Cu(BPY)2‚PF6, with Cu and BPY represented as a sphere and rod, respectively. The remaining pore space is filled with PF6 anions (P, large magenta
spheres; F, large gray spheres). (b, right) A view showing the helical nature of the Cu(BPY)+ chains (drawn in space-filling representation),
which yield the channels where the PF6- (P, magenta; F, green spheres) resides.
and MoO42- resulted in the formation of condensed and
nonporous phases.
By using hydrogen-bonded aggregates as guests, it was
possible to successfully perform anion exchange on the
compound Cu(BPY)1.5‚NO3(H2O)1.25.10a Here, nitratewater hydrogen-bonded aggregates reside in 8 × 6 and 4
× 6 Å channels, which are supported by six identical
interpenetrated Cu(BPY)1.5+ frameworks, having Cu(I)
linked to three BPY in a trigonal planar conformation to
yield a network analogous to that of the Si net in R-ThSi2
as shown in Figures 2b and 4. By thermally liberating the
water guests, it was possible to enhance the lability of the
nitrate guests and allow their exchange with anions such
as SO42- and BF4-.
The geometry at the metal center has tremendous
impact on the pore architecture as well as its function.
This is evident in the compound Ag(BPY)‚NO3, where Ag(BPY)+ chains are cross-linked through Ag-Ag bonds
(2.977(1) Å) to form a 3-D porous framework with large
rectangular channels of 23 × 6 Å dimension, as shown in
Figures 2c and 5.10b This void space exists despite the

presence of three interpenetrated frameworks. The topology of a single framework in this structure is analogous
to that of the Si net in R-ThSi2.
The T-shaped coordination of silver leaves an open
coordination site in a trans position to the Ag-Ag bonds,
pointing toward the center of the channels, where the
nitrate guests form very weak interactions with silver
(Ag-O ) 2.78(1) Å). Initial evaluation of the ion-exchange
properties of this material reveals that the nitrate can be
exchanged with PF6-, BF4-, SO42-, and MoO42- without
destruction of the framework, as determined by infrared
spectroscopy, elemental microanalysis, X-ray powder diffraction, and optical microscopy. The experimental procedure of a typical example involving ion exchange with
PF6- is outlined here: A slight excess of NaPF6(aq) was
added to a suspension of microcrystalline Ag(4,4′-bpy)‚NO3 in water at room temperature and allowed to stand
for 6 h, then filtered, and washed with several aliquots of
water and diethyl ether, followed by air-drying. The FTIR spectra of the original and the exchanged solid are
shown, respectively, in Figure 6a,b. Here, intense PF6VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998 / ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH
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to be indistinguishable from that of the original starting
solid (compare parts d and f). The facility with which the
ion exchange occurs coupled with the fact that the
morphology of its crystalline particles is retained throughout the exchange process is further evidence that the
anions are diffusing into the framework without any
dissolution/recrystallization of the material or destruction
of the host network.
Preventing Interpenetration. Examination of M-BPY
frameworks (Figure 2) reveals that the rod-like BPY has a
great tendency to form interpenetrated structures in the
absence of either large guests or hydrogen-bonded and
solvated ion guest aggregates. This is exemplified in the
structure of Ni(BPY)2.5(H2O)2‚(BPY)1.5(ClO4)2(H2O)2, which
is constructed from large square shaped building units of
four Ni(H2O)22+ centers linked by BPY. Extension of these
units in one dimension forms a porous cationic Ni(BPY)2.5(H2O)22+ structure having railroad-like topology as schematically shown in Figure 2f.12 Large pores of 11 × 11 Å
dimension exist despite their tendency to interpenetrate;
instead, the pores are found to be occupied by (BPY)1.5(ClO4)2(H2O)2 guest aggregates. We believe that hydrogenbonded guest aggregates such as those observed here
prevent or reduce self-interpenetration by occupying the
large voids in structures built from rod-like units. Additionally, due to their weak intermolecular interactions,
their exchange is more facile than discrete guest ions.

Porous Frameworks Tailored for Highly
Selective Separations

FIGURE 4. A view of a single Cu(BPY)+ network (yellow) in the
6-fold interpenetrated structure of Cu(BPY)1.5‚NO3(H2O)1.25, where
hydrogen-bonded aggregate guests (N, green; O, red; H, gray) have
been utilized to fill the large pore space remaining in the crystal.
The hydrogen atoms on BPY have been omitted for clarity.
bands at 835 and 564 cm-1 begin to appear as intense
NO3- bands from 1385 to 1335 cm-1 disappear, with the
rest of the spectrum remaining virtually unchanged. As
KNO3(aq) is added to the exchanged material, the PF6bands disappear while the NO3- bands reappear to yield
the original material as shown in Figure 6c. To examine
the stability of this framework during the ion-exchange
process, we monitored the material by X-ray powder
diffraction (XRPD) as shown in Figure 6d-f. Colorless
transparent crystals of the unexchanged material become
opaque upon complete exchange; however, they still give
a sharp XRPD pattern, indicating a retention of framework
periodicity (compare Figure 6d,e). This pattern is not
coincidental with that of the original unexchanged material; it appears to undergo lowering of symmetry to a
periodic network that could not be determined with
certainty. Nevertheless, upon addition of KNO3(aq) to the
exchanged solid, the transparency of the crystals is
restored and their corresponding XRPD pattern is found
478 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998

We have devoted considerable effort to developing synthetic strategies for designing porous networks with 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylic acid (H3BTC or BTC for the deprotonated form), where, in addition to size- and shapeselective binding, it would be possible to discriminate
incoming molecules on the basis of their chemical affinity
to the pores. The choice of BTC as a building block was
motivated by its rigid disk-like conformation and its ability
to bind metal ions in a multidentate fashion, which was
expected to enhance the thermal stability and the structural rigidity of the resulting framework. Interpenetrated
extended structures are less likely to form using BTC than
BPY, due to the bulk associated with metal carboxylate
aggregates.
Synthetic Strategies for Porous 1-D and 2-D Metal
Carboxylate Frameworks. We have observed (Scheme 2)
that, in the presence of competing ligands (L), BTC
(triangles) binds to first-row transition metal ions within
the same plane as either multi-bidentate, multi-monodentate, or a combination of both to give porous 1-D and
2-D metal carboxylate (M-BTC). The possibility exists of
using a high M/BTC ratio with poorly ligating L to give
zigzag chains, d, which are held together in the crystal by
hydrogen bonds (dotted lines). Upon dissociation of L,
guest molecules (filled circles) are introduced into the
pores; thus, an open-framework material having accessible
metal sites is achieved, e. This provides an opportunity
for inclusion of guests with site-specific chemical selectiv-
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FIGURE 5. Crystal structure of Ag(BPY)‚NO3, where three interpenetrated networks (yellow, magenta, and green) result in rectangular pores
that are occupied by nitrate anions (N, large blue; O, large red). The hydrogen atoms on BPY have been omitted for clarity.
Scheme 2

FIGURE 6. FT-IR spectra (a-c) and the corresponding X-ray
diffraction patterns (d-f) showing the reversible anion exchange
of PF6- for NO3- in Ag(BPY)‚NO3.
ity. On the other hand, when a low M/BTC ratio is
used with a strong ligating L, alternating M-BTC and L
layers are produced. Depending on the choice of L, a
suitable environment capable of selective inclusion of
guests between the M-BTC layers is created, f. In this
way, on the basis of the ligating strength of L and the
M/BTC ratio, it is possible to achieve porous 1-D and
2-D networks having pores with inclusion properties
imparted by the choice of metal ion and molecular
building block.
Porous Solids Assembled by Hydrogen-Bonded Chains.
Following the synthetic strategy outlined in Scheme 2 for
d and e, a series of compounds formulated as M3(BTC)2‚-

12H2O (M ) Co, Ni, and Zn) were synthesized and
structurally characterized. The hydrothermal reaction of
metal(II) acetate hydrate with H3BTC in an approximately
3/2 mole ratio at 140 °C yields red (Co), green (Ni), and
colorless (Zn) crystals. These compounds are isostructural, as they show identical XRPD patterns. A singlecrystal structure analysis performed on the Co3(BTC)2‚12H2O compound shows that the structure is composed
of zigzag chains constructed from two symmetry-inequivalent tetraaquacobalt(II) units and BTC ligands as
VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998 / ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH
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FIGURE 7. Co-BTC zigzag chain, including the asymmetric unit,
present as the building block in crystalline Co3(BTC)2‚12H2O. The nonhydrogen atoms are represented by thermal ellipsoids drawn at the
50% probability level. Atoms labeled with an additional letter A are
symmetry equivalent to those atoms without such designation. The
hydrogen atoms are drawn using an arbitrary sphere size for clarity.
shown in Figure 7.13 Water ligands O3W and O5W on Co2
are engaged in hydrogen-bonding, respectively, to carboxylate oxygens O5 and O3 of an adjacent BTC within
the chain, while O2W and O2WA on Co1 are hydrogenbonded to O3W and O5W of an adjacent chain to form
hydrogen-bonded layers. These layers are held together
by similar but more numerous hydrogen-bonding interactions involving every remaining water and carboxylate unit
in the structure to yield a tightly held 3-D solid having a
total of 56 hydrogen-bonding interactions per formula unit
(12/cobalt tetraaqua center and 10/BTC), which range
from those considered strong, 2.554(4) Å, to those considered weak, 3.120(5) Å, hydrogen bonds.
Partial dehydration of this solid at 250 °C yields a
porous M3(BTC)2‚H2O phase that is capable of reversible
inclusion of water and ammonia. For the zinc compound,
this process leaves no imprint on the framework, as no
broadening of the XRPD peaks and no change in their
intensity was observed compared to those of the fully
hydrated starting material. The porous material is selective to water and ammonia, as no evidence for CO, CO2,
H2S, CH3CN, or C5H5N binding was observed. These
results showed that it is possible to prepare porous
materials that are based on 1-D metal-organic networks.
Also, the selectivity of inclusion points to the possibility
that the metal centers might be playing an important role
in the binding of guestssan aspect that was pursued
further for the synthesis of 3-D porous networks capable
of highly selective inclusion of alcohols, vide infra.
Selective Adsorption of Aromatics. The strategy envisaged for f was realized by diffusing pyridine into an
alcohol solution mixture of H3BTC and Co(NO3)2‚6H2O to
give large, pink, hexagonally shaped rod-like crystals Co480 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998

FIGURE 8. Crystal structure of Co(HBTC)(NC5H5)2‚(2/3)NC5H5, showing the guest pyridine molecules (refined as benzene and drawn in
space-filling gray spheres) occupying extended 1-D channels formed
by Co-BTC-pyridine layers (shown as a cylinder representation
with Co in green, O in red, N in yellow, and C in gray). All hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity.
(HBTC)(NC5H5)2‚(2/3)NC5H5.14 The structure of this compound is shown in Figure 8, where Co-BTC layers are
found linked together only by strong π-π interactions
caused by the close proximity of pyridine ligands attached
axially to the layers. The channels in this framework
have a 7 × 7 Å cross-section, where free pyridine
molecules reside. These channels can be evacuated at 200
°C to yield a stable porous network that is capable of
removing the aromatic molecules from benzene/nitromethane, benzonitrile/acetonitrile, chlorobenzene/1,2dichloromethane, and cyanobenzene/acetonitrile solution
mixtures. This is very interesting since on the basis of
their size and shape, all potential guests in these mixtures
should be expected to permeate the pores. We believed
that the observed selectivity toward benzene-containing
guests is mainly due to their ability to π-stack between
the BTC units within the sheets. Thus, the inclusion
process is driven primarily by the electronic complementarity of the guests to the pores and not necessarily by
their size or shape.
Tailoring Neutral 3-D Porous Frameworks for SiteSpecific Binding. At this point it became clear to us that
the dimensionality of the resulting M-BTC frameworks
is mainly dependent on the M/BTC ratio and the ligating
strength of L. However, consideration of an L that would
only act to deprotonate H3BTC without ligating to the
metal led us to the synthesis of a 3-D porous system as
shown in Scheme 2, g: It was postulated that a 3-D
network, g, would be achieved upon employing a strong
base such as triethylamine (pKa ) 11.01) with sufficient
strength to completely deprotonate H3BTC, but with poor
affinity for binding to metal ions. Of course, the prevalent
clustering of metal centers by BTC was expected since it
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FIGURE 9. A perspective drawing of the building block unit for the
structure of Zn2(BTC)(NO3)‚(H2O)(C2H5OH)5, with all the non-hydrogen
atoms represented by 30% thermal ellipsoids. The coordinated nitrate
anion is statistically disordered about the crystallographic 3-fold axis
of the unit cell which passes through Zn1, Zn2, and O5; only one
orientation for the nitrate anion is shown. All the hydrogen atoms
have been omitted, and only the oxygen atoms (O3, O3A, and O3B)
of the ethanol ligands are shown. Atoms labeled with additional
subscripts A-H are symmetry related to atoms labeled without such
subscripts.
is a motif we often observe in this chemistry. The
remaining site on the metal that is not occupied by the
carboxylates of BTC will be available for binding a weak
ligand L, in this case, either triethylamine or the solvent
employed, which are weak ligands that can be evacuated
to render the metal centers accessible to incoming ligands.
In this way, a porous material is produced with its pores
decorated by coordinately unsaturated metal centers as
shown in h.

The success of this approach was demonstrated by the
synthesis and structural characterization of a porous 3-D
extended network having a rigid architecture which is held
together by the multidentate functionalities of BTC. It was
formulated as Zn2(BTC)(NO3)‚(H2O)(C2H5OH)5,15 where
the size, conformation, and triple-bidentate functionality
of BTC enhance the rigidity of the Zn-BTC framework,
thus allowing access to the metal centers through a 14 Å
cross-section channel system that occupies a volume
comprising nearly 44% of the structure. It is instructive
to discuss the structure of this compound in some detail
due to its relevance to the highly selective binding of
guests.
The fundamental building unit of the crystal structure
is shown in Figure 9. It is composed of two different zinc-

FIGURE 10. A space-filling representation of the 3-D structure of
the Zn2(BTC)(NO3)‚(H2O)(C2H5OH)5 structure with C in gray, Zn in
yellow, and O in red, with the green spheres, alternately, representing
the nitrate anions and the three ethanol molecules as single spheres
bound to Zn to emphasize the manner in which they point to the
center of the cavity. All hydrogen atoms and ethanol/water guests
have been omitted for clarity.
(II) centers (Zn1, Zn2) that are bridged by three carboxylates (O1, O2; O1A, O2A; O1B, O2B) of three separate BTC
units, where all the symmetry-equivalent O1 atoms are
linked to Zn1, and all the symmetry-equivalent O2 atoms
are linked to Zn2. Progression of the structure in the
crystal employs this unit and its linkage motif using the
remaining carboxylate oxygens (O1C, O2C; O1E, O2E;
O1H, O2H; and O1D, O2D; O1F, O2F; O1G, O2G) on each
BTC unit. In this way, each BTC unit acts as a hexamonodentate unit, linking three pairs of zinc atoms to
yield a tightly held framework, where each zinc atom has
attained a trigonal pyramidal geometry with respect to its
coordination to the BTC. The remaining positions on Zn1
and Zn2 are, respectively, occupied by three ethanol
ligands (O3, O3A, O3B) and one bidentate nitrate (O4,
O4A) ligand. The remaining ethanol (O1S, C1S, C2S) and
water (O1W) molecules are isolated from and are not
bound to the Zn-BTC building unit. The overall crystal
structure of this material is shown in Figure 10. Here, the
three ethanol and one nitrate ligands bound to Zn1 and
Zn2 point toward the center of the channels, where the
remaining two ethanol and one water molecule reside as
guest inclusions. The nitrate ions are bound tightly to the
zinc to give a Zn2-O4 distance of 2.14(6) Å, which does
not allow for their ion exchange.
To access the channels, it would be imperative that at
least unbound ethanol and water be removed since in
their absence the diameter of the channels is expected to
be approximately 9 Å with a free pore volume of 19.1% of
the structure. Removal of the bound ethanol molecules
would increase those values to 14 Å and 43.6%, respectively, and would allow the exploitation of the metal
VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998 / ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH
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reaction chemistry in connection to the feasibility of
binding new guest molecules. Data obtained from a
thermogravimetric study performed on a freshly prepared
sample revealed that most bound and unbound ethanol
can be removed from the channels at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure prior to heating the sample. The
mobility of ethanol within the channels has significant
implications on the inclusion chemistry of this framework,
as it renders easy access to zinc coordination sites within
the channels. In fact, successful binding of small nonhindered alcohols such as methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol,
2-propanol, 1-butanol, and 2-methyl-2-propanol has been
observed. No evidence was found for the binding of
sterically hindered alcohols such as tert-butylphenol or
nonalcoholic molecules such as chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane, acetonitrile, nitrobenzene, cyanobenzene, toluene, acetone, and methyl ethyl ketone. It appears that
the affinity toward nonsterically hindered alcohols is due
to the precise demands of the zinc(II) coordination sites
for alcohols, as other molecules of the proper size and
shape but with different functional groups do not penetrate the channels.
The multidentate functionality of BTC and its ability
to hold together a total of three pairs of zinc(II) centers
lead to a rigid framework having unique stability toward
inclusion. The aggregation of metal ion centers around
BTC prevents interpenetration of the Zn-BTC porous
network due to the bulk associated with such structural
organization. Most significant is the tendency for ligands
such as BTC to constrict the geometry around metal ions
and yield accessible metal centers which is evident from
our investigation of other networks based on the cis,cis1,3,5-cyclohexanetricarboxylate (CTC) ligand, where its
addition copolymerization with zinc(II) at 25 °C yields the
extended coordination solid Zn3[(CTC)(C5H5N)]2‚2(CH3)2NC(O)H.16 The metal carboxylate coordination pattern
observed in the 2-D structure of this compound and the
coordinative unsaturation on zinc are not dissimilar from
those found in the aforementioned 3-D Zn-BTC framework.

Crystallization of Modular Solids
The greatest challenge to room-temperature synthesis of
solid-state materials of the type discussed above is their
attainment in a crystalline form amenable to single-crystal
X-ray diffraction studies. In the course of studies we have
observed that most of the simple procedures for crystal
growth that are based on inducing crystallization by
cooling, evaporation, or solvent diffusion are unsuitable
for some of these materials. However, diffusion of a base
in a metal-organic acid mixture as described above for
BTC and the use of solvothermal techniques, when the
building blocks have very poor solubility in a desirable
solvent, have proved useful in obtaining materials with
desirable crystallinity.11-16
We have also been using polymeric matrixes such as
silicate and poly(ethylene oxide) gels to obtain single
crystals from aqueous and nonaqueous reactions. It is
one of the simplest, yet least utilized, methods of crystal482 ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH / VOL. 31, NO. 8, 1998

lization.17 It is done by charging a gel with a known
concentration of the chemical reagents needed in the
synthesis, and then a solution containing the linking
fragment is poured on top of the gel. A precipitate may
form at the interface, but crystals of the assembled solid
will form as the solution diffuses slowly through the gel.
Often, the gel method is only employed to obtain specimens for X-ray single-crystal analysis, as the assembly in
the absence of gel yields a pure microcrystalline phase of
the material.18

Emerging Properties and Applications of
Modular Porous Solids
The simple and high-yielding synthetic methods employed
for the preparation of these materials are especially
attractive for large-scale production. By using neutral
building blocks such as BPY, it is possible to prepare
porous cationic frameworks capable of reversible anion
exchangesa process that was unknown in these systems
at the outset of this work. Given that these materials are
stable up to at least 230 °C, which exceeds the thermal
stability of most anion-exchange resins, and their potential
for affecting shape- and size-selective anion exchange, it
is not unreasonable to anticipate their utility in the
removal and recovery of inorganic and organic anions
such as, MoO42-, CN-, HS-, and C6H5O- from industrial
wastewater.19a-c
The highly selective inclusion observed for the neutral
networks that are based on BTC is extremely relevant to
the removal and recovery of aromatics and halogenated
hydrocarbons from industrial processes19d-f as illustrated
by the chemistry of Co(HBTC)(NC5H5)2‚(2/3)NC5H5. Our
ability to synthesize accessible metal centers as represented by the chemistry of both M3(BTC)2‚12H2O and
Zn2(BTC)(NO3)‚(H2O)(C2H5OH)5 compounds provides opportunities for applications in air separation and liquid
purification.20,21 We anticipate that the ease with which
such metal sites can be produced and functionalized will
allow for the utility of these materials in low-temperature
catalysis2h,22 and in sensor development.23

Concluding Remarks
A new family of porous materials have been constructed
from metal-organic and -inorganic cluster building
blocks. By judicious choice of the building units, it is
possible to produce extended anionic, cationic, and
neutral porous networks with unusual pore architectures
and functions. The building units, as well as the metal
ions linking them, may be tailored to affect highly selective
inclusion of incoming guestssa process that is apparently
driven not only by the shape and size of guests, but also
by their electronic and chemical affinity to the pores. Rigid
porous frameworks have been produced which are capable of zeolite-like behavior, in that ion exchange and
evacuation of the pores followed by readsorption of guests
occur without destruction of the frameworks.
The great variety of starting materials that potentially
can be used as building blocks in reactions similar to those
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outlined here, coupled with the extensive knowledge of
coordination chemistry available to synthetic chemists
today, presents unparalleled opportunities for tailoring the
topology and architecture of porous materials. We have
herein outlined research that serves as an initial attempt
at expressing design and rationality into materials synthesis. The emerging inclusion properties of these materials are examples of the far-reaching implications and
significance of translating molecular chemistry into the
solid state.
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation.
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